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AllSTRACT 

Let STA denote space-time algebra, [hal is the real Clifford algebra of Minkowski space-time. 

A gauge invariant description of fields with gauge group SU(2) is given by using the two minimal 

left ideals of ST A. 

A gauge invariant description of fields with gauge group SU(3) is given by exploiting the Lie 

algebra of bivectors in ST A. 
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I. Preliminaries 

In this preliminary section we summarize some requisites, used in classical gauge theory and 

playing a role in the sequel. 

Let G denote a finite dimensional Lie group with unitary representation V and associated Lie 

algebra g. There is also given a maller field 't' with values in en. This field 'P transforms accord

ing to V, expressed by 

A 

'P='PU. 

Note especially that the action of the operator U is an action from the right. 

Next we need a gauge field A ,.1.' taking its values in g and with transformation rule 

A~ = V-I A~ U - U-I(O~ U). 

With this gauge field A ~ the field F j.lV is associated, also with values in g and defined by 

F ~v = 0li A v - dv A Ii - [A j.l ,A v]. 

It transforms according to 

A _\ 

F~v=U Fj.lVV, 

Differentiation of (3) yields the identity 

L (d,.F ~V - [A,.,F ~v]) = O. 
cycJ . 

The gauge invariant derivative D ~ is constructed by 

D~ 'P=dj.l 'P+'t'A~. 

It transforms like 

I5 ~ ~ = (D ~ 't') V 

and has the property 

[DIl,D v ] 't' = 't' F IlV' 

If we choose a basis {Tk} in g, we can write A ~ = A~ Tk and F ~v = F~v Tk with 

where the scalars c7m are the structure constants, associated with {Tk }. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

A gauge invariant descriplion of the interaction fields in view can be obtained from the Lagran

gian 

(10a) 

with 
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and 

This Lagrangian has G as a global symmctry group, cxpressed by L = L. 

Finally the currents j~ can be defined by 

aLI 
j~ = aA k . 

II-

Variation of L with respect to \fit and A II- respectively yield the Dirac equations 

and the Maxwell-Yang-Mills equations 

The remaining Maxwell-Yang-Mills equations are given by (5). 

Example 1. 

G = U(1) and \fI = 

'VI 

'V2 

'V3 

'V4 

There is only one basisvector T for g. We choose T = -i, whence U = e-ia
. 

Example 2. 

G = SU(2) and \fI = 

'JII I 'JI12 

'JIz I 'JI22 

'V3 I 'V32 

'V4 I 'V42 

(lOb) 

(lOc) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

We choose the basisvcctors Tk = -1/2i 'tk, k = 1,2,3 whence U = e -lilia''!:,. With this choice the 

structure constants are givcn by cki = £klm' 

Example 3. 
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\f'11 \f'12 \f'13 

\f'21 \f'22 \f'23 
G = SU(3) and \f' = 

\f'31 \f'32 'P33 

\f' 41 \f'42 'P43 

'h" ' With the basis vectors Tk = -1/2 i Ak> k = 1.2 . .. .. 8. we have U = e - ICI '-* . 

Remark. 

We warn the reader that our description. where 'tk and Ak act from the right on 'P. causes small 

notational differences with usual descriptions in textbooks. where 'tk and Ak act from the left on 
'P. 
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II. Algebraic requisites 

II.1. In a series of papers, Hestenes has developed a descri ption of the electromagnetic U (1) field 

within the real Clifford algebra of Minkowski space-time M, called space-time algebra STA. In 

this section we give a brief glance at this theory. All details can be found in ref. 1. This reference 

also contains a vast list of references to most papers of Hestenes about the present topic. In M one 

can choose an orthononnal basis {ek}, k=O,1,2,3 with dual {e k}, ek=gkle/ and 

gkl = diag(1,-l,-l,-l). The basis vectors ek satisfy the rules 

(14) 

Note in passing that the ,,(-matrices of Dirac have the same algebraic properties as our basis vec

tors. Any element <I> E STA can be written as 

(15) 

also written as 

(16) 

One shortly writes eo e] e2 C3 = es. hence d = -1. A vector v E M can be written as v = v l1 ell 

and the vector operator a as () = c l1 all ' 

In STA also inner and outer products of mulLivectors A and B are introduced, denoted by A • B 

and A 1\ B respectively. Given a vector a and any multivector B, one has 

aB=a·B+a 1\ B (17) 

whence in particular ek CI = Ck 1\ cl(k :t:.l). 

11.2. Let 9 be a Lie algebra with basis {Tk } and associated structure constants ckj. We construct 

the tensor product STA ® g, hence for PESTA ® 9 we can write 

P = P k ® Tk , P k E ST A. 

The following two cases will frequently occur: 

i) The pbS are vector fields, denoted by A k = A ~ e u, thence we have 

A =Ak ®Tk =A~ e U ® Tk =e u ®A~ Tk =e u ®A I1 • 

ii) The pbS are bivector fields, denoted by Fk = IhF~v ell 1\ e V
, thence we have 

F = Fk ® Tk = Y2(F~v ell 1\ eV) ® Tk = 1/2(e l1 1\ eV) ® F~v Tk 

On STA ® 9 we impose algebraic structures, inherited from the structures on STA and g. 

For P = pk ® Tk and Q = Q' ® TI we define: 
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1\ k I 
[P , Q] = P /\ Q ® [Tk , Til , 

[P ; Q] = P k. Q I ® [Tk • Til • 

[P • Q] =pk QI ® [Tk • Til. 

If pk and QI have grades p and q respectively, we find the calculation rules: 

[P ~ Q] = (_l)i+pq [Q ~ P] 

[P ; Q] = (_l)i+p(q-I) [Q ; P], p::; q. 

In particular we shall meet 

[A ~ F]=-[F ~ A] and [A ;F]=+[F;A] . 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

ll.3. We are especially interested in Lie algebras g. which can somehow be represented in 

STA. 

Example 1. 9 = u(1). 

In STA we take the one-parameter subgroup U = {e ~s I a E D?}. 

The group U is supposed to act multiplicatively from the right on STA. Now we identify 

9 = u(1) with the span of Cs in STA. 

The (infinitesimal) action of u(1) on STA is given by 4> H -4>es. The interaction of 

A = AS ® e s E ST A ® 9 and <p E ST A is defined to be the bilinear mapping: 

(23) 

Example 2. 9 = su(2) 

In STA the Lie algebra su(2) can be faithfully represented by the set of bivectors B - Bt. 

For the basis {Tk } one can choose Tk = -J/2ek eo es, k = 1.2.3. Note that 

m 

The (infinitesimal) action of su(2) on STA is given by 4> ~ 4>(B _Bt) where B is any bivec

tor. In particular for the basisvectors Tk one finds 4> ~ _1124> ek eo e s. The interaction of 

A = A k ® Tk E ST A ® 9 and 4> E STA is defined by the bilinear mapping: 

(24) 

Example 3. 9 = su(3). 

In contradistinction to su(2) the Lie algebra su(3) cannot be faithfully represented in STA. 

Therefore, an identification as made in the examples 1 and 2 is now impossible. 
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In spite of this disease we can give a description, represented in STA. Consider to that end 

the Lie algebra of bivectors in STA. We can write any bivector B as 

(25) 

Identification of e 5 E STA and i E (; gives a faithful representation of the bivector subspace 

in STA on the linear space (;3. Furthermore the bivector 

B t = (a I - e 5 b I) c I eo + (a2 - e 5 b2) e2 eo + (a3 -e 5 b3) e3 eo 

can be considered as the complex conjugate of B. The expression 

t B 2 2 2 b2 2 b2 2 B = al + bl + a2 + 2 + a3 + 3-

reveals that (B t B)o = ay + by + a~ + b~ + a~ + b~ is the square norm IIBII2 of B with 

invariance group SU(3). The group SU(3) is supposed to act (from the right) on the bivector 

subspace in STA. It so happens that the (infinitesimal) action of su(3) is expressible entirely 

in STA-Ianguage. Let {A.k) , k = 1,2, ... ,8 denote the basis of su(3), given by 

(26a) 

(26b) 

(26c) 

(26d) 

(26e) 

(26f) 

(26g) 

(26h) 

This defines the (infinitesimal) action of su(3) on the bivectors in STA. More details and 

calculations are given by Hestenes in ref. 2. 

The interaction of A E STA ® su(3) and the bivector B E STA will be dealt with in Section 

IV, Example 3. 

IT.4. We finish this section on algebraic tools by remarking that STA can be splitted up in a 

direct sum of two minimal left ideals 11 and 12 This splitting can be fixed by choice of the 

primitive idempotents 1f2(l +e3 eo) and 1/2(1-e3 co). 

One finds 



where 

<1>1 = 1/2<1>(1 +e3 eo) Ell 

<1>2 = 1J2<1>(1- e3 eo) E 12. 

- 8 -

(28a) 

(28b) 
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m. Matter fields and gauge fields in STA-Ianguage 

m.1. A matter field cI> is a STA-valued function on Minkowski space M. Given some fixed Lie 

algebra g, a gauge field p is a function on M with values in STA ® g. More specifically we will 

speak about vector gauge fields and bivector gauge fields, denoted by A and F respectively. The 

differential operator a is defined by 

acl>=e"allcl>, cl>E STA 

ap = e" allpk ® T", PESTA ® g. 

We also define: 

a /\ cI> = e" /\ all cI> 

a.cI>=e".allcl> 

a /\ P=e" /\ allpk®Tk 

a· P = e"· all pk ® Tk. 

(29a) 

(29b) 

For results on Leibniz rule for a, see ref. 1 in particular Theorem 4.2. Here we suffice to mention 

that for constant elements c E STA one has a(q, c) = (a q,) c. 

m.2. The free Dirac equation (e.g. describing the weak field of a pair of particles) takes the sim

ple form 

a q, e 5 = m q" q, E ST A. (30) 

Restriction to one of the two minimal left ideals of STA, e.g. by multiplication on the right of (30) 

by the primitive idempotent 1/2(1 + e3 eo) yields the classical free Dirac equation, describing the 

electromagnetic field of an electron. See ref. 1. The analogue of the free classical Dirac equation, 
B1 

B2 
but with the quadruple of bivectors q, = B 3 in stead of the complex-valued functions 

'1'1 

'1'2 
'I' = reads 

'1'3 

'1'4 

B4 

where I1L are the 'Y-matrices with i replaced by e 5. Physically it describes a free quark field. 

(31) 

m.3. In the remaining part of this section we want to concentrate one gauge fields for a fixed Lie 

algebra g. Consider the vector gauge field A = A~ e" ® Tk • One can calculate 
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(3) 

and define the bivector gauge field F = 1/2F!v eU 
/\ eV ® Tk. This corresponds to the coordinate 

free expression: 

The proof is quite obvious and left to the reader. 

Likewise the identity 

L (a;..F ILV - [A". F ILv]) 
cycl. 

can be generalized to 

a /\ F - [A ~ F) = o. 

The proof of (33) only needs some writing and the identity of Jacobi [A ~ [A ~ A)) = o. 

m.4. Definition 

(32) 

(5) 

(33) 

Associated with a gauge vector field A we define the gauge invariant derivatives aA /\ . aA· and 

aA of an arbitrary gauge field by 

Note that 

and that 

aA /\ G = a /\ G - [A ~ G) 

it· G = a· G - [A ; G] 

it G = aG - [A • G). 

it /\ F =0. 

At this stage we define the gauge current j = j~ eU ® Tk • which is a vector gauge field by 

j=-it·F=-a.F+[A ;F]. 

(34a) 

(34b) 

(34c) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

In a moment we will see how j is related to a matter field via a Lagrangian. The equations (36) 

and (37) can be combined into 

it F =-j (38) 

generalizing Maxwells equations of the electromagnetic field. Compare ref. 3. Differentiation of 
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(38) e.g. yields 

a· {j - [A ; F]} = 0 • (39) 

a coordinate free generalization of the continuity equation, compare ref. 4. pages 119 and 172. 

ill.S. With a given vector gauge field A we also associate a gauge invariant derivative of matter 

fields <\l. written by 

(40) 

Compare (23). (24) and (29a). 

Suppose that a free matter field has a Lagrangian L 1 (a <1>, <1», then we obtain a global gauge 

invariant Lagrangian by replacing a <\l by (1A <\l and adding LF = -+ F~v F~v in a similar way as in 

classical gauge theories. 
aL 

Also like classical descriptions we can introduce the current j by its components j~ = --~ . 
aA I1 

Compare (11) and (37). 
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IV Applications to the groups U(1), SU(2) , SU(3) and SU(2) ® U(1) 

In this last section we apply the material, exposed in II and III, to the three examples, mentioned 

a number of times before. 

IV.I. Example 1. G = U(1). 

This example, describing the electromagnetic gauge field of an electron has been treated pro

foundly in a series of papers by Hestenes. Most results are summarized in ref. 1. Here we confine 

ourselves to mention some headlines. 

The Lagrangian L can be given by 

where q, belongs to the ideal/I. 

Compare (28b). 

The operator aA is given by 

aAq,=aq,+q,A =eual1q,+A~euq,e5 . 

IV.2. Example 2. G = SU (2). 

(41) 

Apart from some brief remarks, scattered in ref. 2, this example has been treated nowhere in 

literature. 

To start with we return to Example 2 of Section I, with Lagrangian and Dirac equations given by 

(10) and (12). 

Combining (lOb) and (11) we find 

(42) 

To obtain a description within STA we need some small adjustments of these tools. The essence is 

that we shall replace 

'I'll '1'12 '1'11 '1'12 '1'11 '1'12 

'1'21 '1'22 '1'21 '1'22 '1'21 '1'22 
'I' = by <I> = 

'1'31 '1'32 '1'31 '1'32 '1'31 '1'32 

'1'41 '1'42 '1'41 '1'42 '1'41 '1'42 

Clearly 'I' and <1> give the same description of the Dirac theory. Note moreover that 

(43) 

We find furthermore 

(44) 

Tk = -1,h Yk Yo Ys, hence U = e -lhclYtYoYs , j~ = t tr(<I>t Yo f <1>Yk Yo) and finally the Dirac equation 
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'fDILct>i-mct>=O (45a) 

more compactly written as 

(45b) 

Our wave function ct> is a 4 x 4-matrix over the complex field C and hence belongs to the com

plex Dirac algebra, which is isomorphic to C(4). 

Therefore we can write 

where a, ak , aid, aldm and ~ E E C. 

Let cp = re ct> be the real part of ct> then cp is the matrix representation of an element of STA. Com-

pare (15). Obviously I/>ct>Y5 = m ct> implies I/>CPY5 = m cP but the converse is also true. Viz. let 

ct> = cP + i 11, then using (43) one finds 11 = -CPY5, i.e. ct> = cp(1- i Y5). Therefore it obviously fol-

lows that I/> cP Y5 = m cP implies I/> ct> Y5 = m ct>. 

Meanwhile we have reasons enough to investigate the partial differential equation 

with cP E STA and 

Compare (24) and (29a) and observe that (45b) is the matrix representation of (46). 

The associated Lagrangian can be given by 

(46) 

(47) 

By comparing (44) and (47), observe that in general for an element X of STA we have in matrix 

notation (X)o = t tr X (the matrices, Yk,Yk Y/, Yk YI Ym and Y5 are traceless, k -:t l, l-:t m, k -:t m). 

Further we find 

(48) 

and 

(49) 

As pointed out by Hestenes, the complex Dirac algebra C(4) has four minimal left ideals in con

tradistinction with STA, containing only two minimal left ideals 11 and 12. Compare subsection 

11.4. We now return to (46). A further analysis needs the use of the following obvious properties: 

(50) 
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ct>2E 12 iff cl>2e3eO=-1j>2 iff ct>2(1+e3eO)=O iff cI>2(l-e3eo)=2c1>2 (51b) 

ct>1 ct>! = ct>! ct>1 = ct>1 e5 ct>! = cI>2 e5 ct>! = O. (52) 

Substitution of ct> = ct>1 + cI>2 in (46) and writing aA = eU d1, d1 ct> = dJL ct> + ct>A JL yields: 

o = e U d1 ct> e 5 - m ct> = d ct> e 5 + e U ct> A JL e 5 - m ct> = 

(dct>l e5 +e
u ct>1 AJL e5 -m ct>1) + (d cI>2 e5 +e u ct>2 A JL e5 -m cI>2) 

where ct>aA JL e5 = l/2A~ ct>a ek eo, a = 1,2. 
Some rewriting yields: 

where 

and 

Whence 

and 

and therefore 

Substitution of the expressions for B I,JL and B 2,JL and again some rewriting yields in 11: 

eU(dJL ct>1 e5 + Y2A; ct>1) + l/2eU(A~ cI>2 +Afr cI>2 e5) e I eo = m ct>1 

and similarly in 12 : 

eU(dJL cI>2 e 5 -1/2A; cI>2) + 1/2eU(A~ ct>1 -Afr ct>1 e 5) e I eo = m cI>2. 

(53a) 

(53b) 

Let us now compare (53ab) with the corresponding equations, associated with the classical 

description, given by (6) and (12) and A JL = -lhi A~ 'tk, 
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'I'll '1'12 

'1'21 '1'22 
\1'= = (\1'1 \1'2) ' 

'1'31 '1'32 

'1'41 '1'42 

[ 
0 1] [ 0 -i] [1 0 1 Substitution Of1:1 = 1 0 ,'t2 = i 0 ,'t3 = 0-1 and some rewriting yields 

(53c) 

and 

(53d) 

Note that, apart from the replacement of i by e5, the only genuine difference between (53ab) and 

(53cd) is the factor e 1 eo in (53ab), but that is just the factor that maps 4>2 E 12 onto 4>2 e 1 eo E 11 

and similarly 4>1 E 11 onto 4>1 e 1 eo E 12 . 

Remark. 

For the free part of the Lagrangian 2(4)t eo(a 4> e 5 - m 4»)0 one obviously finds: 

2(4)1 eo(a 4>1 e5 -m <1>1))0 + 2(<1>1 eo(a <1>2 e 5 -m 4>2))0 · 

(The cross terms vanish by virtue of (52)). 

IV.3. Example 3. G = SU(3). 

Let us first return once again to Example 3 of Section I with Lagrangian L, given by (10) and 
Dirac equation (12). 

For the currents we find in this case 

(54) 

k = 1, . . . ,8. 

In (26) we defined the action of the generators of su(3) on the bivector subspace of STA. 

With (31) we suggested the free Dirac equation for a triple of coloured quarks. With the 

requisites, just summarized we can specify the sense of the general formula (40) for the present 

situation. Given 

\I'll \1'12 \1'13 

\1'21 '¥22 '¥23 
'¥= 

\1'31 '¥32 '¥33 

'¥ 41 '¥42 \1'43 

with 
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(.. 

'Pk! = ak! +~ bk! • k = 1.2.3.4. 1=1.2,3 

one can consider the 4 x 3-matrix 'I' with elements 'l'k! = ak! + es bk!' The only difference between 

'P and 'I' is that i E C has been replaced byes E ST A. 

Let B 4 denote the linear space over IR consisting of quadruples of bivectors in ST A. 

We write its elements by <t> = colCB I,B2,B3,B 4), hence 

<t> = col(B 1 ,B 2,B 3,B 4) = 'l'col(e 1 eo, e2 eo, e3 eo) = 

all e 1 eo +b 11 e s e 1 eo +a 12 e2 eo +b 12 e 5 e2 eo +a 13 e3 eo +b 13 e s e3 eo 

a21 e 1 eo +b 21 es e 1 eo +a22 e2 eo +b 22 es e2 eo +a23 e3 eo +b 23 es e3 eo 

a31 el eo +b 31 es e 1 eo +a32 e2 eo +b32 es e2 eo +a33 e3 eo +b33 es e3 eo 

a41 e 1 eo +b 41 es e 1 eo +a42 e2 eo +b 42 es e2 eo +a43 e3 eo +b43 es e3 eo 

After replacing 'f by f1L, 'P by 'I' and i byes in the free Dirac equation (10) we find 

ru aIL 'I' es - m 'I' = 0 whence immediately 

(31) 

already announced in Subsection III.2. Putting this together with (26) and (31) we now define the 

action of su(3) on B4 by <t> H <t>Tk with 

col(-Yzes(BI Ak), -YzeS(B2Ak), -Yzes(B3Ak), -Y2es(B4Ak». 

Let A be given by A = A k ® Tk, with A k = f1L A~ and <t> E B4. We define the interaction of <t> and A 

by (<t>,A) H <t>A with 

<t>A =-l/zA kcol(es(B I Ak), es(B2Ak), eS(B3Ak), eS(B4 Ak»' 

Thence we can write 

Thus we find for the gauge invariant version of (31): 

if4<t>es=m<t> 

with <t> E B4. 

(55) 

Note that the Lorentz invariance of (55) can be proved in the same way as in the classical case. 

See ref. 5. The translations into STA of the Lagrangian (10) and the currents (54) read 

(56) 

and 



j~ = 2(c»t ro ~ c»Ak)O 

where c»t = (B1. B1. BA, B1). 
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(57) 

IV.4. We did not deal with the symmetry group G = SV(2) ® V(l), associated with the 

Glashow-Weinberg-Salam-model because all the necessary material can be found by combining 

Section IV.2 and ref. 2. 
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